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Abstract 

Human gestures, with the spatial-temporal variability, are difficult to be recognized by a generic model or 

classifier that are applicable for everyone. To address the problem, in this thesis, personalized dynamic 

gesture recognition approaches are proposed. Specifically, based on Dynamic Time Warping(DTW), a 

novel concept of Subject Relation Network is introduced to describe the similarity of subjects in performing 

dynamic gestures, which offers a brand new view for gesture recognition. By clustering or arranging 

training subjects based on the network, two personalization algorithms are proposed respectively for 

generative models and discriminative models. Moreover, three basic recognition methods, DTW-based 

template matching, Hidden Markov Model(HMM) and Fisher Vector combining classification, are 

compared and integrated into the pro- posed personalized gesture recognition. 

The proposed approaches are evaluated on a challenging dynamic hand gesture recognition dataset 

DHG14/28, which contains the depth images and skeleton coordinates returned by the Intel RealSense 

depth camera. Experimental results show that the proposed personalized algorithms can significantly 

improve the performance of basic generative&discriminative models and achieve the state-of-the-art 

accuracy of 86.2%.  

Abstrakt 

Människliga gester, med spaitala/temporala variationer, är svåra att känna igen med en generisk modell 

eller klassificeringsmetod. För att komma till rätta med problemet, föreslås personifierade, dynamiska 

gestigenkänningssätt baserade på Dynamisk Time Warping (DTW) och ett nytt koncept: Subjekt-Relativt 

Nätverk för att beskriva likheter vid utförande av dynamiska gester, vilket ger en ny syn på 

gestigenkänning. Genom att klustra eller ordna träningssubjekt baserat på nätverket föreslås två 

personifieringsalgoritmer för generativa och diskriminerande modeller. Dessutom jämförs och integreras 

tre grundläggande igenkänningsmetoder, DTW-baserad mall-matchning, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 

och Fisher Vector-klassificering i den föreslagna personifierade gestigenkännande ansatsen. 

De föreslagna tillvägagångssätten utvärderas på ett utmanande, dynamiskt handmanipiuleringss dataset 

DHG14 / 28, som innehåller djupbilderna och skelettkoordinaterna som returneras av Intels RealSense-

djupkamera. Experimentella resultat visar att de föreslagna personifierade algoritmerna kan förbättra 

prestandan i jämfört med grundläggande generativa och diskriminerande modeller och uppnå den högsta 

nivån på 86,2%. 
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Abstract

Human gestures, with the spatial-temporal variability,

are difficult to be recognized by a generic model or clas-

sifier that are applicable for everyone. To address the prob-

lem, in this thesis, personalized dynamic gesture recogni-

tion approaches are proposed. Specifically, based on Dy-

namic Time Warping(DTW), a novel concept of Subject Re-

lation Network is introduced to describe the similarity of

subjects in performing dynamic gestures, which offers a

brand new view for gesture recognition. By clustering or

arranging training subjects based on the network, two per-

sonalization algorithms are proposed respectively for gen-

erative models and discriminative models. Moreover, three

basic recognition methods, DTW-based template matching,

Hidden Markov Model(HMM) and Fisher Vector combin-

ing classification, are compared and integrated into the pro-

posed personalized gesture recognition.

The proposed approaches are evaluated on a challeng-

ing dynamic hand gesture recognition dataset DHG14/28,

which contains the depth images and skeleton coordinates

returned by the Intel RealSense depth camera. Experimen-

tal results show that the proposed personalized algorithms

can significantly improve the performance of basic genera-

tive&discriminative models and achieve the state-of-the-art

accuracy of 86.2%.

1. Introduction
The last few years have witnessed the rapid develop-

ment of more “natural” human-computer interaction sys-
tems. Instead of using traditional mice or keyboards, verbal
commands and body gestures are employed for interaction.
Among body parts, the hand is considered as the most ef-
fective and natural interaction tool[9]. Therefore, more and
more research focuses on hand gesture recognition and rel-
ative applications[11][12], such as game, virtual reality and
robot control.
Based on the devices capturing the gestures, gesture recog-
nition systems can be divided into two classes: vision-based

recognition and sensor-based recognition. Although the lat-
ter captures the most reliable data, it suffers the problems
of naturalness of hand gesture, high price and complex cal-
ibration setup. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the vision-
based algorithms for dynamic gesture recognition. In addi-
tion, dynamic gesture means that the gesture is a sequence
of hand shapes instead of a single frame. This brings addi-
tional difficulty that the sequence lengths of dynamic ges-
tures can vary because of the speed performing the gestures.
How to deal with this kind of uncertain-length dynamic pro-
cedure is the basic problem in this work.
The main research problem, which is also the key contri-
bution of our work, is managing the spatial-temporal vari-
ability problem of dynamic gestures. It means that even
the same gesture can have different ways of being per-
formed, which depends on personal habit. For instance,
when performing the gesture “Grab”, someone starts from
a completely open hand while someone prefers to start
from a banded status. To address the problem, we pro-
pose novel personalized dynamic hand gesture recognition
algorithms based on a new concept Subject Relation Net-
work, which employs graph theory to solve computer vision
problem. The experiments have proved that our algorithms
can greatly solve the aforementioned research problem us-
ing generative models and discriminative models.
For the sustainability and ethics, the results of work will not
affect the sustainable development of economy, society and
ecology. It will only focus on improving human computer
interaction experience. There are no conflicts with tradi-
tional ethical value and the privacy of users is guaranteed to
be respected.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In Section 2,
related gesture descriptors, gesture recognition methods and
personalization methods are briefly reviewed. In Section 3,
we provide the details of the descriptors describing hand
shapes. The basic recognition approaches are elaborated in
Section 4. We propose and construct the DTW-based Sub-
ject Relation Network in Section 5. The personalized ges-
ture recognition methods using generative models and dis-
criminative models are in Section 6 and Section 7 provides
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the experimental results before concluding.

2. Literature Study
Vision-based dynamic gesture recognition has been a

popular research topic in the last decades. There are three
main research topics for the gesture recognition, which are
feature descriptors, recognition approaches and personal-
ization algorithms.
For the feature descriptors, Ohn-Bar and Trived[17] evalu-
ate several spatial-temporal descriptors and conclude that
the histogram of gradient(HOG) works best for in-car
RGBD data. Their work shows the limitation of RGB
image-based feature extraction and inspires researchers to
find more essential descriptors. Then, skeleton based de-
scriptors are proposed to replace the image based descrip-
tors. With the help of Intel RealSense Camera, De Smedt
et al.[23] propose a descriptor SoCJ(Shape of Connected
Joints) based on the coordinates of the hand joints to de-
scribe hand shape. Their work proves that the skeleton-
based descriptor achieves superior performance over a
depth image-based descriptor. With the development of
Deep Learning, the Convolutional Neural Network(CNN)
is widely used to extract features from images. Molchanov
et al.[16] use a 3D CNN[14] network they have previously
designed to extract local spatial-temporal features for a re-
current neural network and achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on SKIG. For specific motion-based gestures, like
swiping, writing numbers in air, Ye et al.[27] and Elmezain
et al.[4] propose methods to model the hand motion trajec-
tory as the feature. Their work provide great help to enrich
the list of gestures that can be recognized in future. How-
ever, there are no works comparing all these descriptors. In
our work, although the main focus is not on descriptors’
comparison, different image and skeleton-based descriptors
have been compared to find the most optimal features for
hand gesture recognition.
For recognition approaches, supervised learning methods
are very popular and the methods can be classified into two
classes, generative approach and discriminative approach.
The generative approach builds the model based on the joint
probability P (X,Y ), where X is the observable variable
and Y is the target variable. Hidden Markov Model(HMM)
[6] and Conditional Random Fields(CRF) [24] are two ef-
fective applications of the generative approach in gesture
recognition. The discriminative approach builds the model
based on the conditional probability P (Y |X). Support
Vector Machine(SVM) [23] and Random Forest[26] are
two most commonly used discriminative models. In the
Deep Learning area, CNNs[14][15] and RCNNs[16] are the
mainstream network structures. The deep Learning systems
show better robustness and accuracy under varying lighting
conditions. Moreover, template matching methods using
the DTW are also widely used[20]. However, these methods

are evaluated on several different datasets and there are no
related works comparing these methods on a single dataset.
A comprehensive comparison analysis has been made in our
work.
Based on the spatial-temporal variability characteristic of
dynamic gestures, some personalization works have been
introduced. Yao et al.[26] propose that it is better to learn a
set of classifiers during training and turn the personalization
problem to a selection problem. But their work is not simple
enough. Based on a similar idea, Keskin et al.[10] design a
DTW-based pre-clustering method to improve recognition
accuracy using the graphical model. However, they do not
give a clear criterion to choose clustering methods and eval-
uate clustering results. The parameters used for clustering
is not explained either. In addition, because subject-specific
data available for personalization is generally very limited,
Joshi et al.[8] use Bayesian neural networks to solve the
problem of data paucity and capture subject-specific vari-
ations. However, their method has strong requirements to
computational ability. Considering the limitation of related
works, we propose more efficient and simple personaliza-
tion algorithms in our work.

3. Feature Descriptor

A good descriptor is the foundation of gesture recogni-
tion. Based on different types of data, there have been many
descriptors proposed in recent years. In our work, consider-
ing that the adopted evaluation dataset offers depth images
and hand joint coordinates, three descriptors which highly
match our recognition algorithms are presented and com-
pared. The other reason why we employ these three de-
scriptors is that they are very classical descriptors of 2D and
3D. By comparing their performance, we can have a clear
intuition about the gap between 2D and 3D.

3.1. Binary Image

The binary image is a simple but efficient feature for
hand shape description. Some datasets provide binary im-
ages of gesture sequences directly, while some datasets, like
DHG 14/28, provide the hand regions in the form of bound-
ing box(x, y, width, height) or depth images instead. But it
is possible to extract a binary image from a depth image(see
figure 1). With the assumption that the distance from hand
to camera is in a specific range, the segmented binary image
of the hand can be acquired by setting a distance threshold
to the depth image. The binary image is the projection of
hand to 2D space that contains contour information. For a
image with size of n ⇥ n, by flattening the binary image
to a vector, a frame of gesture could be expressed by a n2-
element vector.
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Figure 1. Depth image and segmented binary image of DHG14/28

3.2. Points Cloud of Hand Joints
Hand joints are the most essential elements to define a

hand shape. If every joint position can be captured and rep-
resented as (x, y, z), which is a single point in the camera
coordinate system. We can reconstruct the points cloud of
the hand in the 3D space. This points cloud can describe
hand shape to some extent. Simply stacking all joints’ co-
ordinates in a specific order can generate a 3m-element vec-
tor in the form of {x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, ..., xm, ym, zm} to
describe hand shape, where m is the number of joints.

3.3. SoCJ & Normalized SoCJ
Based on the joint coordinates, Shotton et al.[23] pro-

pose a descriptor called Shape of Connected Joints(SoCJ)
to describe hand shape.
For each hand, there are 22 joints. The first two joints are
at the palm and wrist and the rest joints are located on
fingers. For each finger, there are four joints from finger
base to finger tip with the same spacing. All joints can be
reconstructed into nine tuples and each tuple has five joints.
Five of these tuples consist of the four joints of a finger plus
the palm joint. The four remaining tuples are respectively
made of the five tips, the five first articulations, the five
second articulations and the five bases.
Specifically, we take the tuple of thumb joints shown in
figure 2 as an example. The tuple can be represented as
Tj = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} and the related SoCJ descriptor
can be represented as:

SoCJ(Tj) = { ~d1, ~d2, ~d3, ~d4} (1)

~di = xi+1 � xi, i 2 [1, 4] (2)

Based on this understanding, we can describe a frame of
dynamic gesture sequence with nine SoCJs and the whole
dynamic gesture sequence is a set Tseq = {Tj}{1j9N}
where N is the number of frames.
The returned coordinates of joints are based on the camera
coordinate system, so they vary with the relative position
between the hand and the camera. In addition, the coordi-
nates also vary with the personal hand size. To ensure that
the SoCJ descriptor is invariant to hand geometric transfor-
mations and hand shape, the coordinates should be normal-

Figure 2. An example of the tuple of thumb joints and its SoCJ

ized
Firstly, all hands are normalized to a standard hand size, of
which the distance from palm to wrist and all finger bases
is 1, and the contiguous joints distances of each finger is
0.5. During this process, the angles between joints will be
maintained. Then, for each hand of the gesture sequence, it
is normalized so that the palm at [0,0,0] and the palm faces
the camera. To realize this, a fake hand Hf is set, which
is open in front of the camera and with its palm joint is at
[0,0,0]. The real hand is defined as Hr. The translation
and rotation from Hr to Hf can be calculated with Singular
Value Decomposition(SVD) as proposed by Arun et al.[1]
with three pairs of corresponding 3D points. For our case,
that is palm, wrist and thumb base. After applying calcu-
lated translation and rotation to all joints, the hand position
can be normalized.
All these descriptors will be evaluated in the evaluation sec-
tion and the best descriptor will be employed to evaluate
recognition approaches.

4. Recognition Approaches

According to the literature review, the recognition ap-
proaches can be classified to 2 classes: learning approach
and no-learning approach. The former one learns mod-
els(Generative Model), classifiers(Discriminative Model)
or clusters(Unsupervised Learning) and the latter one
learns nothing but recognizes gestures based on match-
ing(Template Matching). In this paper, we implement and
evaluate three typical approaches(the DTW-based template
matching is introduced in Section 6)and personalize two of
them. Because in this work, we devote to propose a gen-
eral personalization framework instead of a specific solu-
tion, which means the framework should be applicable for
all aforementioned approaches. Thus, for each kind of ap-
proach, one typical method is taken as example to describe
and evaluate our personalization.
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4.1. Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Markov Model is a very typical generative model

in supervised learning. As a statistical Markov model, it
is widely used to model spatial-temporal time series. An
HMM(�) could be defined by two time-invariant objects,
a Markov Chain (MC), and an array of Output Probabil-
ity Distributions (B) with one distribution for each possible
value of the discrete Markov-chain state. The MC is defined
by an initial state probability distribution q, and a transition
probability matrix A.

� = {q, A,B} (3)

Generally, the HMM has three main algorithms solving
three specific problems:

• Forward&Backward Algorithm: Given the model �
and an observation sequence x, calculate the probabil-
ity P [X = x|�]

• Viterbi Algorithm: Given the model � and an obser-
vation sequence x, calculate the most probable hidden
states sequence s

• Baum-Welch Algorithm: Given several observation
sequences, train the best model �

For the gesture recognition problem, firstly a separate
HMM is trained on each gesture class with Baum-Welch
algorithm. Then for a new gesture g, we use For-
ward&Backward algorithm to find the best model that max-
imum the P [X = g|�] and label the gesture with the relat-
ing class of the best model. Because the dynamic gesture
is an order-constrained time-series, the Left-right topology
is a better structure than Ergodic one[3](see figure 3). In
addition, the output probability distributions (B) is approx-
imated by Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM).

Figure 3. HMM topologies for a four states MC, S is the hidden
states, the left one is the Ergodic topology and the right one is the
Left-right topology.

4.2. Fisher Vector&Classification
4.2.1 Fisher Vector

Fisher Vector, as an extension of classical bag-of-visual-
words(BOV), is a kind of image coding method based on

local descriptors. It is widely used in action recognition[18]
recently to code images or videos. Based on the method,
image sequences with variety lengths can be coded into a
certain length vector for classification.
The general process is as follow[23]: Firstly, a K-
component Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM) is trained with
all descriptors obtained before. The model and its param-
eters are represented as � = {⇡k, µk,�k}[1kK], where
⇡k, µk,�k are respectively the prior weight, mean and co-
variance of the k-th Gaussian.
With the GMM model, any new sequence could be mod-
eled by its set of descriptors, we take the SoCJ set Tseq as
example:

p(Tseq|�) =
9NY

j=1

KX

k=1

⇡kp(Tj |�k) (4)

N is the number of frames of new sequence. The Fisher
Vector is the derivative of each log-likelihood of the models
with respect to their parameters:

F
Tseq

� =
1

9N
r� logp (Tseq|�) (5)

By doing this, the Fisher Vector brings additional gradient
information of image into vector, which results in large im-
provement in accuracy compared with BOV. As proposed
by Sanchez et al.[19], the vector is also normalized with a
L2 and power normalization to eliminates the sparseness of
the Fisher Vector. The final size of the Fisher Vector is 2dK,
where d is the size of descriptor. Thus, for SoCJ descriptor,
K = 128, the vector length L = 2dK = 2 ⇥ 12 ⇥ 128 =
3072. However, this length is much longer than the length
K of BOV, which leads to storage as well as input/output
issues. The Product Quantization(PQ)[7] is always used to
solve the problem.

4.2.2 Classification

Once the dynamic gesture sequences are coded into Fisher
Vectors, the problem is turned to a basic supervised learning
problem. De Smedt et al[23]. employ linear kernal Sup-
port Vector Machine as implemented in LIBSVM as clas-
sifier and get the result of 67.40% on shape defined ges-
tures, which is the former best performance. However, the
no-free-lunch theory[25] states that any two algorithms are
equivalent when their performance is averaged across all
possible problems.
Therefore, in my experiment, two more classifiers which
are very popular in recent years’ Machine Learning compe-
titions are evaluated. One is the Random Forest(RF). Ac-
cording to the work of Fernández-Delgado et al.[5], they
evaluate 179 classifiers arising from 17 families on 121
data sets and get the conclusion that Random Forest has the
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best performance. The other one is XGBoost developed by
Tianqi Chen[2], which is an scalable and flexible implemen-
tation of Gradient Boosting algorithm. The other reason of
choosing these two algorithms is that these two algorithms
are all decision tree based classifiers. The dynamic ges-
ture recognition is a Multiclass-classification problem and
the SVM generally has a poor performance on Multiclass-
classification than decision tree based approaches.
The approaches introduced in this section will be combined
with the descriptors shown in Section 3 for comprehen-
sive evaluation. The descriptors will be compared by fixing
recognition approaches and the recognition approaches will
be compared by fixing the descriptor. In addition, the recog-
nition approaches in this section are the basic approaches
for our personalized approaches.

5. DTW-based Subject Relation Network
In this section, we will introduce the fundamental con-

cept Subject Relation Network, which is the key contribu-
tion and basics for our personalization algorithm.
The most challenging problem of dynamic gesture recog-
nition is its spatial-temporal variability. The same gesture
performed by different users can vary in velocity, magni-
tude, duration, and integrality. Learning a general classifier
or generating a general model for all users is unlikely to
achieve a satisfactory result. Because the traditional Ma-
chine Learning approaches have a strong assumption that
the distribution of the training set and the test set should be
the same. Thus, it is better to use a specific model or classi-
fier to recognize the gestures of a specific user, which is the
basic idea of personalization.
The fundamental problem of personalization is how to de-
fine the similarity of gestures and users, in other words, how
to cluster users. In this work, the Dynamic Time Warp-
ing(DTW) is employed.
DTW is a technique that finds the optimal alignment be-
tween two time series if one time series can be warped
non-linearly by stretching or shrinking it along its time axis
as shown in figure 4. So it is always used to find corre-
sponding regions between two time series and compare the
similarity[21].
Given two time series X and Y with lengths |X| and |Y |.

X = x1, x2, xi, ..., x|X| (6)

Y = y1, y2, yj , ..., y|Y | (7)

The warp path is W and K is the length of warp path

W = w1, w2, ..., wK ,max(|X|, |Y |)  K  |X|+ |Y |
(8)

wk = (i, j) (9)

The warp path follows three basic principles:

Figure 4. Warping path example from gesture ”Grab” of subject 1
to gesture ”Grab” of subject 6

• The warp path must start at the beginning of each time
series

• The warp path must finish at the end of each time series

• The warp path must force i and j to be monotonically
increasing

The main idea of DTW is to find the optimal W that mini-
mizes the following warp distance.

Dist(W ) =
k=KX

k=1

Dist(wki, wkj) (10)

This problem can be solved with the Dynamic Program-
ming approach and the algorithm complexity is O(N2).
Specifically, a cost matrix D with a size of |X| ⇥ |Y | can
be calculated and the element D(i, j) is the minimum warp
distance between xi and yj . The value at D(i, j) should be
the minimum distance of all possible warp paths for time
series that are one data point smaller than i and j, plus the
distance between the two points xi and yj .

D(i, j) =Dist(i, j) +min[D(i� 1, j), D(i, j � 1),

D(i� 1, j � 1)]
(11)

With the equation above, all values can be iteratively got
starting from D(1, 1) = Dist(1, 1). The D(|X|, |Y |) is the
final cost. The smaller the value is, the more similar two
time series are.
Based on DTW, a distance matrix of subjects Ds is gen-
erated, the element Ds(i, j) refers to the distance between
subject i and subject j. We implemented a visualization of
Ds in the form of a complete relation network as shown
in figure 5, which is called the Subject Relation Network.
The farther apart the two subject nodes are, the more differ-
ently they perform this gesture. The bold link means these
two subjects have strong similarity. For DHG 14/28, there
are 20 subject nodes. This visualization offers us a strong
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Figure 5. Subject relation network of gesture grab of DHG14/28

intuition of subjects’ relation and can evaluate whether the
following clustering results of subjects are logical or not.
In the next section, the Subject Relation Network will be
used to cluster or arrange the training subjects for genera-
tive model and discriminative model.

6. Personalized Dynamic Gesture Recognition
In our work, we propose two personalization algorithms

respectively for generative models and discriminative mod-
els based on the Subject Relation Network. The Hid-
den Markov Model and Fisher Vector&Classification ap-
proaches are employed as examples. However, the per-
sonalization algorithms can also be applied to other similar
models and classifiers.

6.1. Personalized Hidden Markov Model
Based on DTW, we can get the similarity of subjects as

we mentioned before. It has been proved[10] that cluster-
ing the subjects that form homogeneous groups based on
distance matrix has significant help to simple the model and
improve accuracy. Specifically, instead of training a sin-
gle HMM on each gesture, it is better to respectively train
HMM on every homogeneous group of that gesture. To
cluster the subjects(in real case I cluster the instances), the
agglomerative hierarchical clustering[13] and spectral clus-
tering are employed.
For hierarchical clustering, it starts by placing each object
in its own cluster and then merges these clusters into larger
clusters, until all the objects are in one single cluster or un-
til certain termination conditions are satisfied(see figure 6).
Based on different merge principles, there are several algo-
rithms like single, complete, average, weighted, centroid,
median and ward. Considering that the agglomerative clus-
ter has the “rich get richer” behavior, the“ward” is chosen

in our work, because it gives the most regular sizes and fits
the visualization of Subject Relation Network well.
For the spectral clustering, it is based on similarity
matrix(P ) which could be calculated from the distance
matrix(D) by calculating the reciprocals of each element
and normalizing each column using the row sums.

Si,j = 1/(Di,j + ✏) (12)

Ri,i =
X

j

Si,j (13)

P = SR�1 (14)

Every instance of the matrix P is represented by its Eigen-
vector and the K-means is used to cluster the Eigenvectors.
The Subject Relation Network and cophenetic correlation
provides strong intuition for the tuning of optimal clusters
number of each gesture. Comparing this two clustering
methods, the clustering results are similar and both of them
can improve the recognition accuracy. But the spectral clus-
tering is a little bit better.

6.2. Personalized Fisher Vector&Classification
Unlike personalized HMM, for the classification-based

case, it is not a good idea to train a single classifier for
each homogeneous group of each gesture using one vs rest
strategy, because this will result in the high complexity of
the classifier and the training sample will suffer the unbal-
anced problem. Thus, for the personalization of classifica-
tion based recognition algorithm, a new framework is pro-
posed.
For a target user r, the prediction result is applicable only if
the underlying distribution is the same as the training set. In
other words, to improve the prediction accuracy, the train-
ing subjects should be the subjects sharing similarity with
the test subjects in performing gestures. As shown in figure
7[26], the general classifier trained with all training subjects
has a poor performance for personalization data compared
with the last classifier of the classifier portfolio trained with
partial subjects.
Therefore, in some scenarios, if the recognition system
can access to some additional personalization data Dr =
(xj

r, y
j
r)|j 2 1...N , we can find the location of the user in

the Subject Relation Network and build its training subset
with its best neighbors. The data can be collected before
the user first use the system and of course the quantity of
data is quite limited. In addition, because the Subject Rela-
tion Network is built based on single gesture, to extend the
subset to all gestures, the following algorithm is proposed.

7. Results
The evaluation is made on DHG 14/28 dataset. First

of all, we evaluate the performance of different feature de-
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Figure 6. Hierarchical clustering visualization of gesture grab based on all instances

Figure 7. General classifier vs classifier trained by partial subjects

Algorithm 1 Personalized Classifier Training
Input:

The Subject Relation Network Set SRN , SRN(i)
refers to the Network of gesture i, i 2 [1,M ]
Personalization Data Dr, Dr(j) refers to the personal-
ization data of gesture j, j 2 [1, N ], N  M
Nn, as a hyper parameter, refers to the number of
neighbours to be included, Nn 2 [1, Ns] where Ns is
the number of training subjects

Output:
Trained Classifier

1: for Nn 2 [1, Ns] do
2: for j 2 [1, N ] do
3: Find Nn nearest neighbouring subjects in

SRN(j) for Dr(j) and store in list l(j)
4: end for
5: Get union set of l(j) represented as L
6: Train classifier C(Nn) with the subjects in L and test

on Dr

7: end for
8: Get the optimal Nn and choose the best classifier from

C(Nn)

scriptors. Then, the optimal parameters tuned are presented.
Finally, a comparison analysis on recognition approaches is
introduced. For all evaluations, to ensure the stability of
evaluation results, we use the leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation.

7.1. DTW based Template Matching
Before providing the experimental results, we introduce

the DTW based template matching first. Because we do
not provide personalized algorithm for this method, it was
not presented in Section 4. However, it is still a very good
recognition method for specific applications.
As explained in Section 5, DTW can measure the similarity
of gesture sequences. Thus, the problem of recognizing a
new gesture can be solved by searching the best matching
from the template library and label the new gesture with the
same label of matched template.
This method does not need to learn anything and could real-
ize a high accuracy if the template library has enough good
templates. However, the drawbacks are also very obvious.
Firstly, because the template matching is a global search,
when the number of templates increases, the recognition
time will linearly increase and can hardly realize a real-time
recognition. Secondly, to realize an acceptable accuracy
and recognition time at the same time, the templates need to
be very carefully chosen, which requires additional human
resources. Finally, the template matching has a weak gen-
eralization ability, which suffers bad performance for new
special instances.

7.2. DHG 14/28 dataset
With the development of cheap depth camera like Mi-

crosoft Kinect or Intel RealSense, there are many dynamic
gesture recognition datasets offering depth images and RGB
images of dynamic gestures. This makes the descriptors
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Figure 8. Joints location of hand returned by Intel RealSense

extend from 2D to 3D and brings large improvements to
recognition algorithms. In 2011, Shotton et al.[22]propose a
new method to quickly and accurately predict 3D positions
of body joints from a single depth image. This makes the
skeleton based recognition approaches become very popu-
lar, because the position of joints is a very robust and accu-
rate descriptor to define a hand pose. The DHG 14/28[23]
is a very famous dynamic gesture recognition challenging
dataset, which offers coordinates of hand joints and depth
images of gesture sequences at the same time. In view of its
well organized data structure and high popularity, we eval-
uate our approaches on this dataset.
The DHG 14/28 dataset contains 14 gestures and each ges-
ture is performed five times in two ways by 20 subjects.
There are 2800 dynamic gesture sequences and 99663 valid
static frames in total. Each frame contains a depth image,
the coordinates of 22 joints as shown in figure 8 both in the
2D depth image space and in the 3D world space. The data
is captured by the Intel RealSense short range depth camera.
The depth images and hand skeletons were captured at 30
frames per second, with a 640x480 resolution of the depth
image. The length of sample gestures ranges goes from 20
to 50 frames.
The list of gestures is chosen to be similar to the state-of-
the-art VIVA challenge dataset[17], because VIVA is con-
sidered as the most authoritative dataset. The gestures can
be classified to two classes: gestures defined by shape and
gestures defined by motion. In this work, I choose five
dynamic gestures defined by shape for evaluation because
these gestures are more commonly used in interaction appli-
cations and are harder to recognize. The gestures are listed
in table 1.

7.3. Feature Descriptors
We use DTW, basic HMM and Personalized HMM to

evaluate the feature descriptors. For binary image, the im-
age size is chosen as 32⇥ 32. For points cloud, the number
of hand joints m is 22, which is the same with the setting of
SoCJ. In table 2, the mean accuracy of descriptors based on
three approaches are presented.

Gesture Tag Name Finger Type
Grab G 2
Expand E 2
Pinch P 1
Rotation CW R-CW 1
Rotation CCW R-CCW 1

Table 1. List of gestures for evaluation

Descriptor DTW HMM Per HMM
Binary Image 86.4% 57.2% 63%
Points Cloud 41.8% 25.4% 24%
SoCJ 66.4% 74.8% 78.5%
Normalized SoCJ 82.8% 76.6% 81.4%

Table 2. Accuracy of descriptors using HMM and Personalized
HMM

As we can see from table 2, we can notice that even the
points cloud descriptor is based on skeleton, the perfor-
mance is quite poor. This proves the original joints co-
ordinates can to some extent describe the hand shape, but
it is not good enough to be a real descriptor and design-
ing descriptor like SoCJ is very necessary. In addition, af-
ter normalization, the accuracy of SoCJ increases 2%-3%
for HMM-based approaches and 16% for DTW approach,
which proves the effectiveness of normalization. More-
over, the accuracy of binary image is 57.2% and 63% for
HMM-based methods, which is even lower than the accu-
racy of ordinary SoCJ. This supports the assumption that
joints can better describe the essential information of hand.
But for DTW, the binary image descriptor has the highest
accuracy of 86.4%. This is because template matching is
a kind of global search method and even non-essential in-
formation can be important when making matching. From
the binary image to SoCJ, there are some information lost,
which results in the decrease of accuracy for DTW. There-
fore, for learning based method, the SoCJ is a better de-
scriptor, while for matching based approach, binary image
can provide more information. Finally, we can figure out
that personalized HMM has a higher accuracy than ordinary
HMM except for the points cloud case. Therefore, a reason-
able descriptor is the fundamental for recognition algorithm
improvement.

7.4. Optimal Parameters
For HMM model and personalized HMM, there are two

parameters to be tuned. One is the number of states for ev-
ery HMM. In this work, because the DHG 14/28 dataset
offers the effective beginning and end of each dynamic ges-
ture sequence, by previously cropping, there is no need to
set additional hidden state for no gesture part. We use the
experience of speech recognition as reference, by defining
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Gesture Number of States Number of Clusters
Grab 3 3
Expand 3 3
Pinch 3 4
Rotation CW 3 4
Rotation CCW 3 3

Table 3. Number of states for HMM and the number of clusters for
personalized HMM

Topology HMM Personalized HMM
Left-Right 76.6% 81.4%
Ergodic 65.8% 67%

Table 4. Left-right and ergodic topology correct rates with normal-
ized SoCJ as descriptor

the distinct regimes of each gesture and checking recogni-
tion accuracy, the parameters are tuned as table 3. The other
parameter is the number of clusters for personalized HMM.
It decides how many groups the training subjects will be di-
vided to for each gesture. The Subject Relation Network
and hierarchical clustering visualization offer strong intu-
itionistic guidance.
For the topology of HMM, the Left-right model is proved to
be better than Ergodic model, especially for reversive ges-
ture pairs like grab and expand(see table 4).

7.5. Hand Gesture Recognition
The Normalized SoCJ is chosen as the feature descriptor

for the evaluation of all recognition approaches. The evalu-
ation mainly consists of two parts: accuracy and time.
For one-subject-out cross-validation of 20 subjects, every
subject will be chosen as test subject orderly and the rest
subjects serve as training subjects. The accuracy results are
presented by the mean, maximum and minimum of correct
rates(see table 5).

Approach Mean Maximum Minimum
DTW 82.8% 100% 52%
HMM 76.6% 96% 48%
Per-HMM 81.4% 100% 56%
FV&SVM 74.4% 96% 44%
FV&RF 79.6% 96% 52%
FV&XGBoost 81.2% 96% 52%
FV&Per-SVM 81.2% 96% 56%
FV&Per-RF 86.2% 100% 64%
FV&Per-XGBoost 83.4% 96% 64%

Table 5. Accuracy using one-subject-out cross-validation

As we can notice, DTW, as a kind of global search method,
it can reach a relative high accuracy of 82.8%. Because

the global search will not miss any information of training
gestures. As long as there are similar templates to the new
gesture, the new gesture can be perfectly recognized with
nearly 100% accuracy. However, as we mentioned before,
the generalization ability of DTW is quite weak. For ges-
tures of special subjects, who are far from existing subjects
in the Subject Relation Network, the DTW has low accu-
racy. For instance, the subject 2 of DHG 14/28 dataset is
a special subject and the accuracy of DTW is only 52%,
which is lower than 56% of HMM and 68% of Personal-
ized HMM.(The accuracy of each subject is attached in ap-
pendix)
For HMM based recognition approach, the personalization
has an obvious improvement to ordinary HMM. The ac-
curacy increases from 76.6% to 81.4%. The personalized
HMM also has a better generalization ability, to the subjects
of whom the accuracies are lower than 60% using ordinary
HMM, personalized HMM offers a 10% improvement.(see
appendix)
After transferring the dynamic gesture sequences to the
Fisher Vectors, three classifiers are first evaluated with non-
personalization version. Compared with Random Forest,
the linear SVM has a lower accuracy of 74.4%, which is
quite similar to the performance of ordinary HMM. This
confirms the fact that linear SVM does not have good per-
formance for multiclass classification. In addition, to deal
with more complicated cases, SVM needs to find a suitable
kernal, which is also very hard. Moreover, as expected,
XGBoost has the highest accuracy of 81.2%. Well imple-
mentation, better solution for over-fitting, and large-scale
ensemble gradient decision trees are the factors that ensure
the great performance of XGBoost. For more details, I refer
the reader Tianqi[2].
The personalization algorithm we proposed in Section 6 sig-
nificantly improves the performance of classifiers. From the
basic version to personalized version, the accuracy of SVM
increases from 74.4% to 81.2% and the accuracy of Ran-
dom Forest increases from 79.6% to 86.2%. However, the
improvement is not remarkable for XGBoost.
In general, the Fisher Vector&Classification approach is
better than the HMM approach in accuracy but the gener-
alization ability is weaker. Both personalization algorithms
are proved to be effective.
We also evaluate the training and recognition time of ev-
ery approach(see table 6). The code is implemented with
Python and ran on MacBook Pro with 3.1 GHz Intel Core i5
processor. The SVM and Random Forest are implemented
with the scikit-learn library and the HMM are realized with
hmmlearn library. The number of trees of Random Forest is
200 and the kernal of SVM is the linear kernal. The time of
constructing Subject Relation Network and generating fea-
ture descriptor is not included to training time because it
can be pre-computed. The recognition time is the total time
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Figure 9. Confusion matrix of Left-Right personalized HMM

recognizing the gestures of one subject, which consists of
25 dynamic gesture sequences.

Approach Training(s) Recognition(s)
DTW 0 140.3
HMM 7.41 0.26
Per-HMM 19.26 0.97
FV&SVM 0.56 0.0031
FV&RF 1.88 0.287
FV&XGBoost 31.3 0.0027
FV&Per-SVM 9.27 0.0031
FV&Per-RF 27.9 0.26
FV&Per-XGBoost 487.43 0.0024

Table 6. Training time and recognition time of approaches

The recognition time of DTW is 140.3s, which is too long
for a real time recognition system. Thus, although the DTW
based template matching can reach a high accuracy, this ap-
proach is not the first choice in real applications. In ad-
dition, the personalization requires additional training time
but the recognition time will not change a lot. As we can
notice, the increased time is still acceptable except for the
XGBoost case. Considering the modest accuracy improve-
ment and long time for training, it is not suggested to ap-
ply personalization algorithm to XGBoost classifier. More-
over, the recognition speed of the discriminative model is
much faster than the generative model. Thus, Fisher Vec-
tor&Classification approach is suggested to have a higher
priority when choosing recognition approach.
The confusion matrix(see figure 9,10) visualizes the error
classification distribution. We take the confusion matrix of
personalized HMM in two topologies as example and the
confusion matrices of other approaches are similar. The first

Figure 10. Confusion matrix of Ergodic personalized HMM

observation is that “Pinch” is the easiest confused gesture. It
is always recognized as “Rotation-Clockwise”(R-CW), be-
cause these two gestures both use two fingers, and some
users prefer to have some clockwise rotation when perform-
ing pinch. Therefore, when designing interaction gestures,
it is suggested to avoid employing easily confused gesture
pairs. In addition, setting protocols and clearly defining
ways of performing gestures are also very important. The
second observation concerns the topology of HMM. The
Left-right topology ensures the reversive gesture pairs like
grab&expand are harder to be confused. As shown in fig-
ure 10, for Ergodic personalized HMM, the most easiest
confused gesture pair is grab&expand, while the Left-right
topology personalized HMM recognizes this gesture pair
perfectly.
In general, the evaluation proves that the 3D descriptor has
a better performance than the 2D descriptor and the person-
alization algorithm we propose can really help to improve
the recognition accuracy to a large extent.

8. Conclusion
This work presents two efficient ways of personalizing

dynamic gesture recognition based on Subject Relation Net-
work and solves the research problem of how to deal with
the spatial-temporal variability in recognition process. In
particular, the methods can improve the recognition ac-
curacy of basic Hidden Markov Model and Fisher Vec-
tor&Classification approaches significantly. We have also
shown the advantages of using normalized skeleton-based
SoCJ descriptor, Random Forest and XGBoost. Experimen-
tal results, evaluated on open challenging dataset, show the
best performance of our proposed method can achieve the
state-of-the-art accuracy of 86.2%, which is quite encour-
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aging.
However, our work still has limitations to be solved. As
future work, finding the balance between personalization
accuracy and convenience to the end user is still an open
problem. Moreover, our personalized system can be fur-
ther improved to a customized system by allowing users to
design their own interaction gestures. Finally, it is very sig-
nificant to fix the bridge between skeleton data and 2D im-
age so that our dynamic gesture recognition system can be
directly applied to the present mobile devices with normal
RGB cameras.
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Appendix
The appendix is the recognition accuracy of each subject

using one-subject-out cross-validation.
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Figure 11. Recognition accuracy of single subject
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